
Allegro Packets Appoints Latest UK Partner
GCH

Allegro Packets expands Reseller network in the UK

LEIPZIG, SAXONY, GERMANY, October 14, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Allegro Packets GmbH, the

leading specialist and provider of network analysis and troubleshooting appliances, has

extended its UK Partner network with the appointment of GCH Test and Computer Services Ltd,

of Slough, Bucks.

Since their formation in 1993, GCH, has been a leading company in providing innovative

technology and specialist consultancy services to their clients, offering consultancy services and

specialist leading edge analysis, test and performance tools for security, storage, network, and

cloud technologies. Their expertise enables them to provide services that are unrivalled within

the enterprise market.

Allegro Packets' state-of-the-art network diagnostic tools include the Allegro 200, 500, 1000,

3000, 5500 and from this year, the latest Allegro x300 Series. These Allegro Network Multimeters

are available for mobile or stationary use with 1 to 100 Gigabit analysis rate. Allegro Packets’

troubleshooting tools are extensively deployed by network administrators around the world to

analyse network traffic in real-time and to store previous network events to allow high

granularity, detailed analysis. As a result, network problems, performance bottlenecks and

packet losses can be quickly identified. The Allegro Network Multimeter uses high performance,

powerful software algorithms to analyse load peaks and disturbances. At the same time, it acts

as a powerful network monitoring tool to ensure high network quality.

Laky Hothi, Sales & Marketing director of GCH said “We are delighted to partner with Allegro

Packets. Their range of network appliances are easy to use, extremely powerful and cost-

efficient. They meet the needs of small organisations up to the largest multinational enterprises,

Telcos and ISPs. The combination of their leading-edge solutions and our market and technology

experience will help all our clients and prospects maintain trouble-free communications during

this challenging time as organisations increasingly adopt work-from-home policies.”

Klaus Degner, co-founder and Managing Director of Allegro Packets stated “We are really pleased

to enter into this relationship with GCH, and are confident that their many years of experience

and success will be a great benefit to their expanding customer base and prove to be a mutually

beneficial future for our two companies. I have no doubt that the combination of their excellent

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://allegro-packets.com/en/
https://gch-services.com/
https://allegro-packets.com/en/network-multimeter/overview-appliances


UK reputation and our state-of-the-art appliances and support will be a winner.”

About Allegro Packets 

The network analysis specialist Allegro Packets offers innovative troubleshooting and analysis

products to solve network issues with the Allegro Network Multimeter family of appliances. The

market leading Allegro Network Multimeters meet all requirements for information

infrastructures. Customers include enterprises, data centres, IT service providers, system

houses, ISPs and Telcos. The Allegro Network Multimeter product range is developed entirely in

Germany. This guarantees the customer efficient support and a swift, easy integration of new

features.

About GCH Test and Computer Services Ltd

For over 26 years GCH has been delivering leading edge technology and services to vendors and

end users such as IBM, Dell-EMC, Hewlett Packard, BT, Lloyds Banking Group, Hitachi Data

Systems, Western Digital, VISA and Oracle and many more. Their vendor independence coupled

with their depth of knowledge enables them to provide impartial advice to every client, earning

them trusted advisor status with their long-standing clients.
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